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Abstract A series of wind tunnel tests are performed to examine the flow field over a swept wing under
various conditions. Thewing has a laminar flow airfoil section, similar to those of the NACA 6-series. Static
pressure distributions over the upper surface of the wing, in both chordwise and spanwise directions,
are measured at different angles of attack. The data is employed to predict the transition point at each
chordwise section. The skewness parameter of the pressure data shows that this factor drops to zero in the
transition region. A comparison of the calculated transition point on the wing surface with that obtained
from the 2D computational method shows reasonable agreement over a portion of the model. The power
spectral density calculated from the total pressure data of the boundary layer, over the wing surface, at
several locations shows the instability modes.

© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY license.
1. Introduction

The knowledge of laminar to turbulent transition phe-
nomenon is of critical importance in many engineering fields,
especially in aircraft wing design. The transition not only affects
skin friction and flow separation, hence aerodynamic forces, but
also has a significant impact on the heat and mass transfer. It
should be mentioned that the low skin-friction coefficient of
a laminar boundary layer flow is attractive for designing high
performance aircraft. In general, all high speed aircraft employ
sweptwings; thus it is very important to have a laminar bound-
ary layer over the wing surface as large as possible. Further, it is
vital to be able to predict the boundary layer transition region
over the wing surface, as well as its variations with operational
parameters such as angle of attack, Reynolds number, etc.
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A fundamental characteristic of the swept wing boundary
layer is the combined effect of the wing sweep angle and
the pressure gradient, which produces curved streamlines at
the boundary layer edge. While inside the boundary layer,
the velocity is reduced and the pressure gradient relative to
the external flow is invariant, the resulting imbalance of the
pressure gradient produces a cross flow that is perpendicular
to the streamline [1].

Ray-Sing indicates that ‘‘Boundary layer instability in two-
dimensional flows, such as that of the unswept wing, is
only related to Tollmien–Schlichting (TS) waves. However,
the stability problem is aggravated for the swept wing. The
transition process in the three-dimensional boundary layer on
a swept-wing typically involves one or more of the following
phenomena’’:

• Attachment-line instabilities and contamination;
• Cross flow vortices: stationary and non-stationary;
• Streamwise instabilities (i.e. TS waves);
• Centrifugal instabilities.

Gray [2,3] initiated one of the first experiments on transition
measurement over a swept wing. He observed that the
boundary layer of a swept wing becomes turbulent and much
closer to the leading edge, compared to an unswept wing under
similar conditions. This discovery gave rise to the classical
basic research done by Gregory et al. [4]. They revealed the
instability mechanism as an inflectional instability due to the
cross flow. Basic experimental investigations on swept wing
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Nomenclature

V∞ Freestream velocity (m/s)
Cp Pressure coefficient P−P∞

q∞

P0 Local total pressure (N/m2)
P∞ Wind tunnel static pressure
q∞ Dynamic pressure 1

2ρ∞V 2
∞

ρ∞ Air density (kg/m3)
Re Reynolds number ρ∞V∞C

µ

C Airfoil chord (m)
Cr Wing root chord (m)
Ct Wing tip chord (m)
C Wing average chord Ct+Cr

2
µ Air viscosity

Abbreviation

A.O.A. Angle Of Attack°
L.E. Leading Edge
T.E. Trailing Edge
TS Tollmien–Schlichting waves
PSD Power Spectrum Density

transition flows were performed by Poll [5] and, Arnal and
Casalis [6] on a swept cylinder, and Michel et al. [7] on a
swept flat plate. These experiments confirmed the physical
explanation of the instability in the accelerated region of
the swept wing flow, as derived by Stuart for flow over a
rotating disk [4]. A rather complete review of the work on
the stability of three-dimensional accelerated boundary layer
flow is given by, White and Saric [8], Saric and Reed [9]. In
1990, a comprehensive experimental study at NASA Langley
Research Center was conducted on F-14A variable swept wings
modified for laminar flow, to study the transition location
under various conditions [10]. The results showed the influence
of cross-flow and TS instabilities, along with the effect of
wing sweep, on the boundary layer transition region. Further,
Kachanov developed techniques to create controlled traveling
waves within the boundary layer and observed the growth of
these waves [11]. Arnal et al. showed that linear methods are
not appropriate in correlating transition for the cross flow-
dominated boundary layers [12]. White and Saric also showed
that mode selection is the most important feature of the
receptivity phase of transition, and depends on both turbulence
intensity and surface roughness [13]. Recently, researchers
employed spectral analysis of the output signals of various
sensors to analyze flow field over a wing surface (pressure,
hot wire, etc.), and to examine boundary layer instability
[14,15].

The present experimental work aspires to further expand
our knowledge of boundary layer transition mechanisms over
a swept wing. For this purpose, surface pressure orifices
are employed on a swept wing at three different spanwise
locations, in conjunction with a boundary layer rake, equipped
with high sensitive Kulite pressure sensors installed at the end
of each probe. The rake is placed around the mid chord, x

c =

0.5, of the wing. Spectral and statistical analyses are used to
investigate the instability modes of the boundary layer over
the wing surface. Thus, using the knowledge of boundary layer
evolution over a swept wing, from its origin at the leading
edge to transitional breakdown to turbulence, it is hoped
that effective techniques will be identified, which may lead
to future flow control strategies. Further, it is believed that
these investigations, along with other findings, will enhance
the employment of techniques for delaying transition, resulting
in reduced drag, less fuel consumption, better maneuverability
and safer flight, in general [15].

2. Experimental apparatus

All experiments are conducted in a subsonic wind tunnel of
a closed return typewith a test section size of 80× 80× 200 cm,
operating at speeds ranging from 10 to 100 m/s. The inlet of
the tunnel has a 7:1 contraction ratio with four large anti-
turbulence screens and a honeycomb in its settling chamber to
reduce tunnel turbulence to less than 0.1% in the test section.

The model used in this paper is a scaled model of a tapered
wing whose section is similar to that of NACA6-series airfoils.
A half model is designed and fabricated to achieve higher Re
numbers during the tests. A flat plate is used at the end of the
model to reduce the boundary layer effect of the test section on
the model.

The general arrangement of the model used for this
investigation, when installed in the wind tunnel, is shown in
Figure 1. The baseline configuration is a semi-span, 1/2.5 scale
model of the actual wing. The model has a leading edge sweep
of 23° and a span of 516mm. The wing upper surface is covered
with a total of 90 pressure orifices of 0.4mmdiameter, arranged
in three streamwise rows; Section a ( 2yb = 0.2), Section b
( 2yb = 0.44), Section c ( 2yb = 0.78), and one in the spanwise
section at x

c =
1
4 (Figure 1(b) and (c)).

Flow field and boundary layer measurements are performed
via a special rake designed and fabricated tominimize blockage
and interface effects. As illustrated in Figure 2(a), the rake
tubes are bent at an angle of 45° in order to reduce the
influence of the rake main body on the flow field over the
wing surface. High frequency pressure sensorswith a frequency
response of 30 kHz are placed at the end of each probe. All
transducer data is collected via a terminal board and transferred
to the computer through a 64 channel, 12-bit Analog-to-Digital
(A/D) board, capable of an acquisition rate of up to 500 kHz.
Figure 2(b) shows the rake position over themodel surface, both
chordwise and spanwise, indicated by lines 1 through 4, where
the boundary layer data are collected.

Raw data are digitally filtered, using a low-pass filtering
routine. During the filtration process, cut-off frequencies are
calculated from either the power spectrum estimation or
frequency domain analysis. The advantage of this method is
that the noise, which may dominate the signal in the time
domain, appears only as a single peak or spike in the frequency
domain [16]. Once the frequency of the noise is determined, it
is easily filtered out and a clean signal can be obtained for the
analysis. Figure 3 shows an example of the PSD for one of the
channels, which is also used to identify the cut-off frequency
from the spectrum of the white noise. The cut-off frequency for
this signal is about 180 Hz, Figure 3.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, static surface pressures, as well as boundary
layer data, over the wing surface, at various free stream
velocities and angles of attack, are presented. The data are used
to predict the transition point on the model and its variations
with Reynolds number and angle of attack. Surface pressure
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(a) The model and its schematic in the test section.

Figure 1: Schematic of the test setup and pressure orifices on the wing surface.
data are presented first, followed by those of the boundary
layer.

3.1. Surface pressure results

Static pressure over the wing upper surface at Section b for
various angles of attack is shown in Figure 4. The model is
instrumented with three chordwise rows of pressure orifices
located at the inboard section of the wing; Section a: y/b = 0.2
inboard section, Section b: y/b = 0.43 middle section, and
Section c: y/b = 0.78 outboard station. The tests are conducted
at tunnel speeds of V∞ = 50–80 m/s and at angles of attack
ranging from α = −2° to 8°. Figure 4 shows the effect of angle
of attack on the wing surface pressure distribution for the
middle section, Section b. It can be seen by inspection that as the
angle of attack increases, a suction peak over the wing surface
is developed. For angles of attack of α = 4° to 6°, the peak
pressure is located at X

C
∼= 0.05, and moves toward the leading

edge, X
C

∼= 0, for higher A.O.A., α = 7° and 8° (Figure 4). It
should be noted that the region over the wing surface, where
dCp
dx is negative, called the favorable pressure gradient region,
where the value of Cp increases negatively, is creating more
suction over thewing surface. For the positive pressure gradient
region, dCp

dx > 0,
Cp

 decreases but the value of Cp increases
positively, and is called the adverse pressure gradient.

For angles of attack in the order of 3° ≤ α ≤ 8°, the flowover
the wing surface (after the suction peak) encounters a region of
adverse pressure gradient, which persists to the wing trailing
edge. However, the slope of Cp over the wing surface varies, as
seen from Figure 4. For angles of attack of 2° and 3°, the suction
peak on the Cp data cannot be distinguished. Figure 4 shows that
for these angles of attack,

Cp
 increases from x/c = 0 to x/c ∼=

0.04, and then remains almost constant up to x/c ∼= 0.45, a
region of almost constant pressure, dCp

dx
∼= 0. For x/c > 0.45, the

flow encounters a region of adverse pressure gradient for α =

2° and 3°, where
Cp

 decreases. The Cp data for other angles of
attack,−2° ≤ α ≤ 0°degrees, show that the flowover thewing
upper surface accelerates from x/c = 0 to x/c ∼= 0.48, and then
decelerates over the rest of the wing surface, x/c > 0.48. From
the results, one may conclude that the flow over a significant
portion of thewing surface remains laminar if the wing is flying
at angles of attack of 0°–3°. However, it should be mentioned
that the existence of a low suction peak in the leading edge
vicinity of α = 3°, as seen in Figure 4, may trigger the boundary
layer transition; in other words, the transitionmay occur closer
to the leading edge.

For higher angles of attack, specially α > 6°, the existence
of a large suction peak in the vicinity of the wing leading edge
indicates that the flow becomes turbulent close to the suction
peaks, x/c > 0. From the surface pressure data, it is seen that
the flow will definitely transient to turbulent between 0 <
x/c < 0.15 for angles of attack of 7° and 8°.

The flow over the wing surface at this section (Section b)
seems to be completely attached for all angles of attack shown
in Figure 4, which is in agreement with the visualization results
published in [17]. It should be pointed out that since the trailing
edge is too thin, no pressure taps were installed for X

C
> 0.8

(Figure 1(b)). In addition to the Cp data shown in Figure 4, the
vertical line drawn through the data for α = 7° shows the
possible error due to themeasurement inaccuracies. All data are
corrected for a solid tunnel sidewall and for the wake blockage
effects, using the method explained in [18]. Furthermore, using
the method of [16], both the single sample precision and the
bias uncertainty in eachmeasured variablewere estimated, and
subsequently propagated into the Cp variations. The maximum
overall uncertainty calculated in this way for the Cp data was
less than ±3% of the total Cp values.

Figure 5 shows the effect of Reynolds number on the wing
surface pressure for two different angles of attack, α = 0° and
α = 8°. It should be mentioned that the Reynolds number
is changed by varying the free stream velocity. Although this
method will alter the flow compressibility, since the maximum
free stream velocity is V∞ = 80 m/s, the aforementioned
effect is negligible. From Figure 5(a), it is clearly seen that
the Reynolds numbers do not have a significant influence
on the wing surface pressure distribution. However, as the
Reynolds number increases, a slight change in the Cp variations
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(b) Positions of the surface pressure tabs at the midchord and the airfoil geometry.

(c) Pressure orifices and the coordinate system.
Figure 1: (continued)
is seen from Figure 5(a). As the angle of attack is also
increased to 8° (Figure 5(b)), Cp data for all Reynolds numbers
becomes invariant. This is probably due to the fact that the
flow over the entire surface becomes turbulent; hence the
Reynolds number does not have a significant effect on the Cp
data.

It is well known that in the transition region, the disorder
of the flow eddies is more than that in other regions. Studies
of the statistical property of the pressure signals may be used
to approximately identify the transition limits. The skewness
parameter is a suitable measure for indicating the level of flow
disorder. In the transition region, the value of this parameter
reaches to zero sharply [19]. The changes in the skewness
parameter are shown in Figure 6 for pressure ports at station 2
and for three different angles of attack. As seen from Figure 6(a),
the skewness parameter for the pressure port, located at X

C
∼=
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(a) Schematic view of the rake. (b) Measurement positions.

Figure 2: The rake and the measurement positions on the model.
Figure 3: PSD of one channel for determining the cut off frequency.

0.6 of Section b, is zero. Accordingly, this location is in the
vicinity of the transition region. When the angle of attack
is increased to α = 3° (Figure 6(b)), the transition occurs at
X
C

∼= 0.4. This shows that by increasing the A.O.A., the transition
region moves toward the wing leading edge. However, from
Figure 6(c), where the model is set to A.O.A. of 6°, it is seen
that the transition point reaches X

C
∼= 0.03. Therefore, it can

be concluded that for this angle of attack, α = 6°, the flow over
the entire model at this section is turbulent. This conclusion is
further verified in the following sections of the paper.

The change of transition point with angles of attack from
the previous figures, (Figure 6(a)–(c)), is plotted in Figure 7. In
addition, the transition variations with angle of attack for the
other two sections, Sections b and c, which are calculated in a
similar manner as Section b, are plotted in Figure 7. This figure
shows that the transition point does not vary significantly with
increasing the angle of attack up to α ∼= 1°, X

C
|transition ∼= 0.61

for 0° < α ≤ 1°. However, beyond this angle of attack, the α
∼= 1 transition point moves toward the leading edge abruptly.
Figure 4: Effect of A.O.A on the chordwise pressure distribution; Section b,
V∞ = 50 m/s.

For α > 2°, a large portion of the wing upper surface is covered
with turbulent flow (Figure 7). For the laminar flow region,α⟨2°
and X

C
⟩0.6, there exist some discrepancies between the present

method, the method with the skewness parameter, and the
predicted data from the X-foil code [20]. The predicted data by
the X-foil code indicate that the flow transits to turbulent at a
slightly higher X

C
, closer to the leading edge of the model. At

α = 0°, the transition point predicted by the code is located at
about X

C
∼= 0.75, while the one obtained through the skewness

parameter indicates that the transition at this angle of attack
occurs at X

C
∼= 0.61. The differences are due to the 3D and

instability effects that are not implemented in the X-foil code. It
may be possible that the wing sweep angle forms an instability
mode similar to that of the cross flow mode, which promotes
the transition phenomena.
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(a) α = 0°. (b) α = 8°.

Figure 5: Effect of Re on the wing surface pressure.
(a) α = 0°. (b) α = 3°.

(c) α = 6°.

Figure 6: Variations of the skewness and Cpwith x/c for Section b.
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3.2. Spectral analysis results of the pressure rake

The total pressure over the wing surface at different
locations, measured with the boundary layer rake, is analyzed
via the spectral method. Total pressures are measured by
sensitive, high frequency pressure transducers, located at a
distance of about 3 cm from the tip of the probe of the rake.
The rake is moved in the z direction, as shown in Figure 2(b),
from z = 0 up to z = 9.8 mm above the wing surface.
During the measurement process, it is ensured that the rake is
kept perpendicular to the wing surface at all z locations. Time
dependent pressure data with a nominal acquisition frequency
of 1 kHz are measured, and used to obtain the mean and
the fluctuating pressure at each probe (Figure 2(b)). It should
be mentioned that the position of each probe over the wing
surface in the X, Y and Z directions was exactly known. The
model is set to zero degree angle of attack, and the free stream
velocity is maintained at V∞ = 50 m/s. By analyzing the
data, one may observe the growth of the instability, hence
the appearance of the disturbed flow. This is done by taking
the Fourier transformation of the signals and examining the
kinetic energy level in the data. For this purpose, the spectrum
is calculated for the pressure signals at all positions shown
in Figure 2(b). At each measurement position, the fluctuating
outputs are measured and filtered, as explained previously.

Figure 8 shows the pressure fluctuation spectra at position
1, probe 1. Total pressure data are taken at four different z
locations over the wing surface, z = 0–9.8 mm. It can be
seen from this figure that the fluctuation levels are extremely
low. However, several features are detected from the data.
First, the largest disturbances are approximately between the
frequencies of 85 and 115 Hz. These fluctuations are the
largest traveling crossflow waves. Second, there exists another
relatively large fluctuation near the frequency of F = 150 Hz.
This fluctuation may be due to the TS waves that exist despite
the favorable pressure gradient in this region of the model that
is in the vicinity of the leading edge (Figure 2(b)). All flucuations
decrease as the distance from the body is increased (z increases
from zero to 9.8 ss).

Figure 9 shows the perturbation energy level in the bound-
ary layer over thewing surface for a fewpoints, probe 1 through
probe 16. It should be noted that as shown in Figure 2(b), the
pressure rake has 16 total pressure probes and is moved over
the wing surface from z = 0 to z = 9.8 mm at four differ-
ent X

C
positions (referred to as line 1 through line 4 in this pa-

per). The data shown in Figure 9 are for line 1, as shown in the
top of the figure. However, due to the large number of probes,
16 of them, the data for only 6 probes are shown in Figure 9.
The data are plotted as the calculated PSD vs. the dominant fre-
quencies for each probe. The dominant frequencies are deter-
mined for all probes in a way similar to that outlined previously
(Figure 8). The variation of the PSD vs. frequency for probe 1 lo-
cated on line 1 is shown in Figure 8; the dominant frequencies
were discussed previously. From Figure 9, it is clearly seen that
for dominant frequencies of 89, 100, and 111 Hz, the calculated
PSD for probe 1 through probe 16 increases. This indicates that
with respect to the locations of the corresponding probes (top
of Figure 9), as both 2y

b decreases (moving closer to the wing
root) and X

C
increases (moving farther away from thewing lead-

ing edge), the amplitude of the perturbation, PSD, increases.
This increase is due to the perturbation in the boundary layer
away from the wing leading edge and the wing sweep effect.
However, for the dominant frequency of 149 Hz, the PSD first
increases, and then as the distance between the root and the
Figure 7: Comparison of the transition point from the skewness data for three
sections; V∞ = 50 m/s.

Figure 8: Comparison of the measurement signals at position 1 for different Z
locations; α = 0°, V∞ = 50 m/s.

point of measurement decreases, the calculated PSD decreases
(Figure 9). The calculated PSD for probes 12 and 13 for the dom-
inant frequency of 149 Hz are higher than the PSD’s for other
probes. If one relates this frequency, 149Hz, to the TS instability
modes, as seen and discussed from Figure 8, one may hypoth-
esize that the reductions of the PSD for probe numbers 15 and
16 are due to the interaction of the crossflow and the aforemen-
tioned frequency.

As mentioned before, by relating the amplitude of the
frequency of 149 Hz with the TS instability modes, it would
be helpful to study the PSD variations for this frequency over
the selected wing surface area for different probes of the total
pressure rake. The data for the selected number of probes, probe
numbers 1, 2, 13, and 16, are shown in Figure 10(a) for f =
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Figure 9: Variations of the calculated PSD over the wing surface with dominated frequency; α = 0°, V∞ = 50 m/s.
149Hz. It should be taken into consideration that the calculated
PSD’s are for different X

C
’s (top of Figure 10(a)). As indicated

previously, at each X
C
’s (four of them), the 16 probe rake was

moved perpendicular to thewing surface in the z direction from
Z = 0 to Z = 9.8mm. The corresponding data are then filtered,
and the spectrum for each probe is calculated. For all PSD data
shown here, themodel is set to zero degrees angle of attack, and
the free stream velocity is V∞ = 50 m/s. From Figure 10(a), it
is clearly seen that the amplitude of the disturbances, PSD, for
each probe increase as X

C
increases,moving from the L.E. toward

the T.E., shown at the top of Figure 10(a). However, for all X
C
’s,

the calculated PSD for line number 4, closer to the model T.E.,
decreases, which is due to the turbulent flow in this region.

Furthermore, Figure 10(a) clearly shows that the calculated
spectra across all lines increase as 2y

b decreases, i.e the distur-
bances over wing surface increases from the tip toward the root
section of the wing. However, close to the root section, the dis-
turbances decrease (spectra of probe number 16). It should be
pointed out that along each line, as 2y

b decreases, X
C
decreases

too. From Figure 10(a) and the measured data, it is seen that
themaximumdisturbances occurwhere probe number 13 is lo-
cated. The aforementioned comparisons are for the sections of
the model that are located at 2y

b = 0.39, 0.44 and 0.6. Close
agreements of the measured and predicted data (2D for this
section, i.e. Section b) indicate that the flow at this station be-
haves nearly as a 2D flow. Away from this station, the flow
behavior varies, and hence the disturbances will also alter. By
close examination of the PSD data shown in Figure 10(a), it can
be concluded that for the frequency of 149 Hz, the amplitude
of the disturbances away from the 2D section, Section b, are
much smaller. However, closer to the wing root section, the
amplitudes of the disturbances are much higher than locations
away from it.

Figure 10(b) shows similar variations to those of
Figure 10(a), but for a frequency of 111 Hz. It should be noted
that for all data shown in Figure 10, the probe is located at
z = 0 mm. This frequency, 111 Hz, is related to the crossflow
instabilities. Again, it is seen that the disturbances along each
line, lines 1 through 4, shown in Figure 10, increases as 2y

b de-
creases, moving closer to the wing root and moving away from
the wing leading edge. As seen from Figure 10(b), maximum
PSD occurs for probe number 16, which is located closer to the
wing root section for all lines. This indicates that the cross flow
instabilities are higher in this region, which is in contrast to the
data shown in Figure 10(a), which are for instabilities related to
the frequency of 149 Hz. Note that the data for Figure 10(b) are
for the frequency of 111 Hz. In addition, the magnitude of the
maximum PSD’s for the frequency of 111 Hz (Figure 10(b)) are
higher than those of the 149 Hz, shown in Figure 10(a). More-
over, it is seen by inspection that themagnitude of the PSD’s for
probe 1 is the largest. Figure 10(c) shows variations of the cal-
culated PSD’s over the wing surface for the frequency of 89 Hz.
As seen from this figure, the maximum values of the PSD for all
probes are much higher than the corresponding values, but at
higher frequencies, 111 and 149 Hz, as shown in Figure 10(a)
and (b). However, variations of the PSD’s shown in Figure 10(c)
are similar to those of the previous figures. Nevertheless, for
probe number 16 which is located closer to the wing root, in
comparisonwith other probes, the instabilities increase as X

C
in-

creases, moving toward thewing trailing edge (Figure 10(c)). At
111 Hz, Figure 10(b), the PSD data for probe 16 are almost con-
stant for all positions and for lines 1 through 4.
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(a) F = 149 Hz.

(b) F = 111 Hz.

(c) F = 89 Hz.

Figure 10: Variations of the calculated PSD over the wing surface; α = 0°, V∞ = 50 m/s.
4. Conclusion

Wind tunnel tests are performed to examine the flow field
over a semi-span swept wing under various conditions. Surface
pressure distribution data are obtained to predict the transition
point at each chordwise section by computing the standard
deviation of the pressure data. Vanishing of the skewness
parameter for the pressure data indicates a transition region. A
comparison of the transition point on thewing surface for three
sections shows reasonable agreement for small angles of attack.

Analysis of the total pressure over the wing surface is done
by taking the Fourier transformation of the signals and by
examining the kinetic energy level in the data. The results
indicate the influence of cross-flow and TS instabilities on the
dominated boundary layer frequency. The largest disturbances
are approximately between the frequencies of 85 and 115 Hz.
These fluctuations are the largest traveling crossflow waves.
The fluctuationwith frequency of 149 Hzmight be due to the TS
waves that are excited, despite the favorable pressure gradient
in the measured region. The amplitude of the disturbances,
PSD, for each probe is increased as X

C
is increased, moving from

the L.E. toward the T.E. closer to the wing root section, and
their values are much higher than the corresponding values
measured at locations farther from the tip of the wing.

Since the wing shape is a finite swept wing, tip vortices have
an influence on instability modes. Consequently, it is necessary
to use the infinite swept wing by placing a flat plate on the
wing tip for reducing the effect of tip vortices and comparing
the results to recent work. Further experiments should be
performed to determine the interaction between the crossflow
and TS waves. Obviously, this requires the knowledge of the
freestream condition of the tunnel.
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